QUICK START GUIDE

60V LITHIUM-ION
BRUSHLESS STRING TRIMMER
ST60V

WARNING: This Quick Start Guide is not a substitute for reading the operator's manual. To reduce the risk of injury or death, user
must read and understand the operator's manual before using this product.

ATTACHING THE GUARD
1. Invert the string trimmer to access the
trimmer head.
2. Remove supplied screws (1) from the
trimmer head (4) with a philips
screwdriver (not included).
3. Place the guard (2) on to the trimmer
head.
4. Align the screw holes (3) on the guard
with the screw holes on the trimmer head.
5. Insert the screws into the trimmer
head, fastening the guard in place using a
Phillps head screwdriver (not included).
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INSTALLING THE LOWER SHAFT TO THE POWER HEAD
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Note: Remove the rubber insert that is
located in the shaft prior to assembling
the string trimmer.
1. Loosen the attachment knob (1) on the
coupler (5).
2. Push in the release button (2) located
on the attachment shaft (3). Align the
release button with the positioning hole
(4) and slide the two shafts together.
Rotate the attachment shaft until the
button locks into the positioning hole.
3. Tighten the attachment knob securely.
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ATTACHING THE AUXILIARY HANDLE
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1. Press the auxiliary handle (1) onto the
power head shaft so that the handle is
angled toward the rear handle that allows
for comfortable operation.
2. Slide the auxiliary handle over the
holder (2) and ensure the holder fits
between the slots on the auxiliary handle.
3. Align the holes on the auxiliary handle
with the holes on holder.
4. Insert the handle knob (3) through the
auxiliary handle.
5. Tighten until there is no movement in
the handle.

STARTING/STOPPING THE TRIMMER
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Missing parts, accessories or need a service center? Do

1. Ensure a fully charged battery is
installed into the string trimmer.
2. Place one hand on the trigger handle.
Place the other hand on the auxiliary
handle.
3. Press and hold the lock-out button (2)
and squeeze the switch trigger (1). The
string trimmer will turn ON.
4. Release the lock-out button. The string
trimmer will stay on as long as the switch
trigger is held.
5. Release switch trigger to stop.

Not Return to Store
Call: 1-800-317-7833 www.snapper.com

